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Vonnegut To Reveal Trade Secrets
Kurt Vonnegut, American
short story writer, novelist and
social critic, will speak at the
University of Puget Sound
Fieldhouse April 25 at 8 p.m.
This event, sponsored by the
Puget Sound student body, is
part of the continuing ASUPS
Lecture Series.
Best-known for his novels
Sirens of Titan, Cat's Cradle,
Breakfast of Champions, and
Slaughterhouse-five, the last

of which was made into a motion picture, Vonnegut will
lecture on the topic "How to
Get a Job Like Mine."
According to a written
statement released by the
author, "I will discuss my
own work in a whimsical manner, touch on current events
and give the best advice I can
to those who would like to
become writers. "

INSIDE
Forensics Chemistry offers students a chance to
play the part of 'Quincy'
for a grade PAGE 4

The problem of child kidnapping will be addressed on NBC television
documentary to be aired
Monday...PAGE 6

DeCarteret chosen as
linebacking coach for
1985 the 1985 football
season PAGE 10

Professing that his goal is to
get American leaders to read
his bestselling anti-war books,
he says he believes his best opportunity for accomplishing his
task is in the schools, where he
can "poison their minds with
humanity" before they
become generals, senators and
presidents.
Vonnegut's criticallyacclaimed writing style— a
hybrid of serious social commentary and science fiction—
has been formed over a
lifetime encompassing a variety of both mundane and
traumatic experiences. The son
and grandson of struggling Indianapolis architects, he was
pushed to follow in the successful footsteps of his older
brother, a chemist. After three

Kurt Vonnegut Jr.

Turn to VONNEGUT page 7

Smoking

Snuff 'Em Out, Says Committee
begin on June 1, and will conIf the UPS Staff-Senate Sub tinue through May 31, 1986,
Committee gets its way, when phase II (or the permasmoking will be a thing of the nent phase) will begin.
The directive will limit
past on many parts of the
smoking
to selected restrooms
University campus.
in
Thompson,
McIntyre,
The committee has proposJones,
and
the
Fieldhouse.
In
ed that smoking be prohibited
Collins
library,
smoking
will
in all academic and administrative areas. The new be limited to the second floor
smoking policy, called the kitchen off the Shaw room.
In addition, the directive
"directive, " is now in the
hands of the Presidential staff states that smoking will be
and is scheduled to be enacted totally prohibited in Howarth
hall, the Warner Gym and
on June 1.
pool,
the Ceramics building
The directive will be imand
in
Kittredge Art Gallery.
plemented in two phases. The
first or warning phase will In the Music Building, smoking will be limited to the second floor hallway.
One smoker who is a staffmember in Kittredge Art
Katharine Noon plays
Gallery said, "It will be difShen Teh in Bertolt
ficult to enforce smoking laws
Brecht's "The Good Perin the gallery because a
son of Szechwan" being
number of the guests who
performed at UPS
come in are smokers. "
Thursdays, Fridays and
Louis Bundy, a secretary in
Saturdays, April 25-May
the communications depart11.
ment in Jones hall said, "It's
okay here. We don't smoke. I
think it's good that they're
by Michael Miller

trying to abolish smoking. ' '
Vonnie Anderson, a student
at UPS, commented, "I'm a
non-smoker, and I want to be
able to go into a restroom
without being bothered by someone elses smoke. "

When asked how Collins
Library employees would be affected by the new laws, one of
the head librarians said the kitchen designated for smoking
"is not very pretty, and would
be a discomfort to employees
who want to smoke where
they want. "

The issue of smoking areas
arose last fall when the staffsenate took a smoking survey
and sent the results to President Philip Phibbs. Phibbs
then assigned Greg Brewis,
public relations director, to
chair a committee which would
decide if a new smoking policy
was needed.
Two sub-committees were
formed; the first consisting of
four staff members and the second consisting of four faculty
members. Both committees
were composed of two
smokers and two nonsmokers.
The "directive" was drawn
up by both committees who
decided the laws would
guarantee non-smokers the
right to work in smoke-free
air.
According to the committee
chairman, "It's now in the
hands of the President and his
staff. "
The new smoking policy
will even include some form of
smoker-ender classes for
University employees.
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Opinions

Lack Of Social Privacy Is Neo-Orwellian
by R. Dexter Van Zile
The administration has
spent a lot of its time and
energy in the past few years
intruding on the social life of
the student body.
Although this intrusion has
been rhetorically justified by
stating that it is an attempt to
promote social responsibility
and awareness on the part of
the students, it is clear that
this intrusion has gone too far.
UPS is not the only school
where this phenomenon has
taken place. The February 14
edition of The Trail printed an
article published originally by
Kapp Alpha Theta Magazine
which stated "... college and
universities around the country
are becoming more heavily involved in the non-academic life
of their students. " Ownership
of student living space allows
the University to monitor any
parties which take place and
enables them to demand that
alcohol permits are filed with
Security and the Dean of
Students office. This regimentation of our social life does
not pertain solely to the
Greeks. Off-campus houses
owned by the school are also
required to file alcohol permits.
The associated students of
UPS are in an excellent position to promote greater student
autonomy and sovereignty in
their social life. If ASUPS
bought a good quality offcampus house (which the
University has not seen fit to
do) and rented it out to
students at a fair price (again,
which the University has not

The process might also conseen fit to do) the students committee should sift through
would have a haven from the the candidates. The candidates sist of mandatory attendence at
meddlings of the neo- should show complete student senate meetings. If
Orwellian fascist factions on knowledge of the student anyone can deal with the concampus. honor code and a strong desire fusion there, they could deal
The main problem of ob- to explore its jurisdiction and with just about anything.
taining this money is to con- legitimacy. The interviewing Hopefully ASUPS could
vince the guardian of the committee would consist of adhere more closely to the conASUPS contingency fund, two senators, one executive, stitution in this process than
John Sager, to let the money and five students at-large. they have in the past.
This is a rather large interThe student body must be
pass through the senate. Personally, I'd rather take on viewing committee but a large aware that although this is one
committee is needed to test the step towards student social
Cerberus.
To insure that the students candidates on their ability to autonomy, further steps must
living in this off-campus house deal with large amounts of
be taken. The administration
promote a strong social at- noise, confusion and irresponmosphere an interviewing sibility evident at parties.
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Maybe they do but it would be
so much more interesting to
deal with the TPD than with
the University.

Phibbs Misses Chance To Speak Up
by Alison Whiteman
The following article is incomplete, and this journalist
would like to apoligize profusely. Unfortunately, these
last few weeks of the semester
are too busy for President Phil
Phibbs to squeeze in an interview. What I had in mind,
though, was to put Phil on the
spot to dispel the zillions of
rumors that have been circulating around campus for a
long, long, time.
For instance, before UPS
was taken over by the conservative Phil Phibbs, we were
listed in Playboy magazine's
top ten party schools. Now we
run around in shirts that read
"UPS, The Harvard Of The
West. " Are our academics
really that good, or is this just
political hype? I know of at
least one student who was admitted without any ACT or
SAT scores, but the class of
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has complete, if not greater

knowledge about Greek Spring
Weekends, than many of
those attending. If the University can obtain information
about student activities which
take place out-of-state it will
have a very easy time gaining
facts about our behavior in
Tacoma. The real test will be
whether or not they have
jurisdiction over those who
live on school property.
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1988 is still the best class this but what about diversity here
school has ever had? Was on campus? Did a dean really
signing a check enough to let get away with telling a black
that little blurb fall by the student here on campus that if
wayside? Why did a member she felt uncomfortable in this
of the current UPS administra- WASP atmosphere, she could
tion get hostile when I asked go elsewhere?
about this? Are we hiding
What about athletics? Does
something, UPS?
the president come down hard
Where does the money we on athletics, even though he
pay really go? It is interesting has been known to jog every
to note that state schools must morning? Sound mind, sound
publicize their investments, body, you know.
but private schools can keep
Phil Phibbs earned his
theirs hidden. Why did the rise degrees from a university
in room and board costs coin- known for its wild parties and
tide with the introduction of shoddy academics. Are the
new and breakable juice academics at WSU really that
glasses in the SUB?

bad, or does Phil just like

So maybe I'm pushing it, upgrading our own standards?

Does the student body feel
that a degree from a "less
reputable" school than our
own demeans his credentials?
Where did Phil learn to
communicate so well? Is he
modeling himself after our current US president, and learning how to talk in circles?
What about those dinners at
the Phibb's estate? Does
Gwen spend the whole day
slaving over a hot stove while
Phil gallivants about the countryside?
Lastly, will this reporter be
shot by the Central Intelligence Agency for attempting to expose the "muck"?
More next September
(hopefully).

—Letters to the Editor—

C ommittee
N ominations
In Retrospect

comodate the unfortunate circumstances.
The ensuing second round of interviews were completed quickly and
the nominations arrived at were introduced to the Senate for ratifications. Senate considered and approvTo the Editor,
For the past two weeks, the ed all five Trustee Committee apASUPS Senate has struggled with a pointments, amid a flurry of protest
problem in the interviewing and from a group of students, some of
nomination process for Trustee Corn- whom were involved in the interviewing process as well as some who
minces.
were not. To further compound
The initial set of interviews, conSenate's unsettling situation, the
ducted under a "stress" method,
were abandoned in midcourse, due ASUPS Governance Committee
to concerns raised by senators as well recommended that the appointments
as other members of the student should be reconsidered, for the same
body as to their effectiveness and reasons that the afore mentioned
fairness. Faced with a problem of students offered, namely that the sebias on the part of the original inter- cond interviewing committee 's
viewing committee stemming from evaluations were far from informed,
those "stress" interviews, and by due to a lack of any past Trustee
the necessity of keeping one of those Committee member on the interoriginal committee members, ASUPS viewing committee, and the consequential lack of informed evaluation.
President Mike Brown, on the new
They also voiced deep concern over
interviewing committee for reasons
the suspension of the ASUPS Byof jurisdiction, the Senate found it
necessary to suspend the ASUPS By- Laws that accompanied the establishment of the second interviewind'
Laws in order to establish a new incommittee
terviewing committee that would ac.

Further entwined in the controversy is the fact that one By-Law was
definitely violated in the actual
nomination process, though it was a
mere technicality. The nominations
were to be made by the Senator that
sat on the interviewing committee,
but they were actually made by the
ASUPS Vice President.
In hopes of arriving at a timely
and fair solution to this problem,
Senate has decided that the Trustee
Committee position nominations
should be reconducted in a constitutional manner, to allieviate the ByLaws violation problem, and to
hopefully appease those concerned
parties, including the ASUPS Governance Committee. This reconduction
was to take place at the April 23
meeting of the ASUPS Senate.
In retrospect, Senate has determined that no By-Laws were
violated illegally in the actual formation of the second interviewing committee and therefore a new set of interviews is unnecessary. We hope
that this communication qualifies
Senate's action, but if some confuTurn to LETTERS page 5

A
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NEWS
Students Provide Tax Assistant
by Loree Hyde
This year they assisted with
20-to-30 tax returns and
answered questions during service hours, as well as answering questions over the phone
through the Business Office.
Students most often needed
help with their 10-40 forms.
Specific problems included
trust funds, complicated
withholdings and incorrect
claims.
The service was not only
available to students, but also
to the community. One
typical problem for community
members was dealing with
capital gain. Jack Holtman,
who's been in charge of this
year's V.I.T.A. program, said
one of the highlights for him
was "getting to meet people
with such interesting careers. ' '
An example was a free-lance
jounalist who needed help in
figuring his taxes as a selfemployer.
Holtman was pleased with
the turnout for the V.I.T.A.
program this year. Services
varied in degree -- from going
off campus to assist the elderly
with their tax problems to handing out 10-40 forms. He
commented that the I.R.S.
was "very cooperative" in
advising the volunteers.

Hopefully, everyone made
it past the April 15 tax
deadline without too many
complications. Tax time can
be a hassle, but fortunately,
this year V.I.T.A. was there
to help.
V.I.T.A. (Volunteer Income Tax Assistants) is a
nation-wide income tax service
sponsored by the Internal
Revenue Service. This is the
second year V.I.T.A. has been
on the UPS campus. The service is sponsored by Alpha
Kappa Psi, one of the campus
business fraternities. This year
it was located in the Battin
Lounge on Wednesdays from
noon to 2 .m., March 16
through April 3.
The UPS branch of V.I.T.A
consists of several Kappa Psi
members and accounting majors. These students took
classes offered on campus by
the I.R.S., where they were
introduced to the types of problems they would be dealing
with, concentrating an accounting and working with example situations.
This prepared them to deal
with individuals and their tax
forms, general questions and
explanations of tax terms.
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SPURS Four Generations Banquet
The newly initiated SPURS will be holding their
annual Four Generations Banquet Tuesday, April 30
in Kittredge Art Gallery from 5:30-7:30 p.m. Entertainment will be Improv Tacoma with special awards
following the act. Due to several address changes, not
all invitations reached their destination. All old
SPURS are welcome!

Summer session class correction
Psychology 470, Psychology of Eating Disorders
is listed in the summer session catalog with some incorrect information.
The course runs from July 29 through August 6
from 3 to 6 p.m. daily.

1935 Stadium High School reunion
The 1935 graduating class of Stadium High School
in Tacoma will observe its 50th anniversary May 11
and 12. The event will be at the Executive Inn in
Fife.
There will be a social hour, banquet, special visitation to Stadium and many other reunion events.
For graduates of the class who have not yet been
contacted by the committee, please write REUNION
3523 North 8th, Tacoma, Wa. 98406.

Expeditionary shows off equipment
The Expeditionary will be holding an open house
this Saturday, from 10 a.m. - 1 p.m. on Todd Field,
where the staff will demonstrate the equipment
available for rent to faculty, staff, and students. For
more information call x3403.

Crosscurrents features local writers
The literary journal, The Crosscurrents Review
for the 1984-85 year, is here.
This journal, a year in the making, features such
poetry as: "Count Dracula 's Cat, " "Daydream at
an Oak Bar."
In addition, the journal includes short stories and
much more.
The journal is available at the bookstore and the info
booth. Crosscurrents normally retails for $3.95, but
now through April 26 you can receive 5% off the
cover price by showing university 1.D.

Irish poet to discuss Ireland
Irish poet Richard Murphy will read from his latest
works and discuss poetry and the arts in Ireland during a 9 a.m. session Thursday in Kilworth Chapel.
The reading is part of a national meeting of the
American Committee for Irish Studies sponsored by
PLU and UPS.

WE'LL HELP GET
YOU THE MONEY TO KEEP
ON GROWING.
If you're finishing up your first
two years of college and you've decided
to go on, to complete your education, '
but you don't know where the money 's
going to come from, here's a possible
solution.
The Army College Fund.
Here 's how it works. You qualify
to train in a skill you'd like to learn, one
that entitles you to the Army College
Fund. Then each month you put aside
some of your Army salary. Just like a
savings account. Except the government
mate les your savings 5 for 1 or more.
In two years, you could have
$15,200 for college. Your Army Recruiter has a booklet that explains all about
Army College Fund.
Pick one up.
University of Puget Sound
Staff Sergeant Robinson 564-5922

ASB

card
TIDY, KUM, KERRY
2024 6TH AVE., SUITE A
•

01

ARMY.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
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Science Students Investigate Mock Crimes
by Shelly Houston

Professor Keith Berry's
Chemistry 101 dass, Forensic
Science, holds the distinction
of being one of the
University's most broadlybased courses.
In practically applying the
laws and methods of physical
science to the study and
analysis of evidence typically
found at crime scences, Berry's
students incorporate the
general principles of nearly
every other type of science.
For example, physics is involved in making
measurements and considering
sound, accoustics, lighting,
and energy. Biology is important in dealing with evidence
such as hair particles, skin,
blood, etc. Soil and sand
samples found at crime scences
require a degree of geological
know-how, and mathemetics
is crucial in determining probability and in checking
measurements for accuracy.
But most importantly,
chemistry headlines the course.
Most of the samples found as
"dues" at crime scenes are
chemicals of one type or
another, and are thus susceptible to examination by chemical
means. Included are diverse
items as threads, glass, paint,
oils, paper, ink, dyes,
cosmetics, and drugs.
Chemistry 101, which
fulfills a Natural World core
requirement, involves over 80

students this semester, uses a
lecture and lab format, text
books, workbooks, films, and
occasional guest speakers supplement the course.

closely resemble a real crime
lab. Berry explains, "Science
requires that the learner be an
active participant. A student
must marshall facts, principles,

draw
conclusions. "

appropriate

Berry, who also teaches
General, Inorganic, and
Analytical Chemistry, considers himself "a chemist who
happens to be an expert in
Forensic Chemistry. "
He began teaching at UPS
in 1965 and became interested
in Forensic Chemistry after
reading an article about it in a
chemistry publication. Since
then he has studied the subject
extensively at UC-Berkeley
and has developed the course
he now teaches at UPS. Interestingly, he has offered
similar courses to a number of
police officers over the years.
While students this
semester have particularly enjoyed analyzing "unknowns"
and working with fingerprints,
the class finale is scheduled for
the end of this month.
Berry will construct a mock
crime scene which the students
will comb for evidence,
photograph, measure, and
analyze, in an effort to make
some solid determinations.
The experience promises to be
quite challenging.
Jamie Taylor
The course will not be ofLarry Zinkan examines a piece of evidence through the
fered next Fall, as it alternates
microscope for the Forensic Science class.
with Environmental Science
Students spend their lab and concepts, then mix those (Environmental Science 105),
hours in an environment which with their own observations but it will be offered during
their instructor has created to from experiements in order to the upcoming summer session.

THE ARMY ROTC 2-YEAR PROGRAM.
UP TO $1,000 A YEAR PLUS A COMMISSION.
If you passed up Army
ROTC during your first two years
of college, you can enroll in our
2-year program before you start
your last two.
Your training will start the
summer after your sophomore
year at a six-week Army ROTC
Basic Camp.
It'll pay off, too. You'll be
paid for attending Basic Camp and
earn up to $1,000 a year for your
last two years of college.
But more important, you'll
be on your way to earning a
commission in today's Army—
which includes the Army Reserve
and Army National Guard—while
you're earning a college degree.
For more information, stop
by the Army ROTC office nearest
your campus. Or call (206) 7679301 for details.

ARMY ROTC.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

The course is introductory (no
prerequisites) and a great
number of non-majors find it
appealing.
Professor Berry is pleased to
offer the course at UPS, and
said that only 20 or so large
universities offer complete
Forensic Chemistry programs,
and even fewer small universities offer as much as a single
dass.
Students desiring more information on the course can
contact the Chemistry Department, Thompson Hall, campus
extension x3123.

Truman Scholar
Announced
The 1985 winners of the
Harry S. Truman Scholarship
have been announced and include Ian Northrip, a
sophomore at UPS from
Alaska.
This award, established by
the Congress, is given on the
basis of merit to college
sophomores who have
outstanding potential for
leadership in government.
Each year as many as 104
scholarships are awarded (one
from each state a id a number
of scholars-at-large); the
scholarships cover eligible expenses up to $5,000 a year for
four years.
This is the second year in a
row that a Truman Scholar has
been selected from UPS (last
year's Alaska Winner is Linda
Pope, currently a junior
politics and government
major).
The winning Truman
Scholarships, Northrip and
Pope join a distinguished
group from all over the US.
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Letters

continued from page 2

sion still exists, please seek out any
individual Senator or stop by the
ASUPS office for further explainsdon.
The singular use of the term
Trustee Committee through this
document should include Administrative and ASUPS Committees
as well as reconducting of the
nominations of all committee appointments will take place.
Ted Buck
Senator

appears that the University
does not hold the same interest
and pride in the graduating
members.
It is our hope that in future
years, graduating seniors will
have a say in such matters.
College graduation occurs once
in a person's lifetime, and it is
an event that both the individual and the University
should be proud to announce.

Kristen Bemes
Announcement
Jennifer McMullen
Kathy Sahr
Embarrassment
Terminator II
To Seniors
To the Editor,
Not Intended
As members of the senior
class, we are writing this
editorial to show our disapAs An Insult
pointment with the 1985
graduation announcements.
We feel the announcements
should be a reflection of the
dedication each student has
given to their respective areas
of study, and the University.
They should not be a generic
form that is used year after
year, only changing the inserts
for the date of graduation.
Surely the University could
afford a more personalized announcement with input from
the senior class, prior to ordering. However, the University
persists in buying announcements which are an embarrassment to send to our
families and friends. Upon
entering the University of
Puget Sound, we were impressed with the quality of individual attention given to
each perspective student.
Upon graduation, however, it

To the Editor,
To begin, we would like to
commend the organizers of this
year's Foolish Pleasures event.
The evening was wellattended, enjoyed by all, and
did much to restore our faith in
the fact that UPS students will
attend something when it proves to be entertaining, wellpublicized, and well-run.
Secondly, we would like to
address some concerns that
have been brought to our attention by an anonymous letter
and discussions with others
who attended that Saturday
night's event.
It seems that a small minority of viewers were offended by
this year's Sigma Chi entry,
Terminator 11. As producers of
the film, we would like to
apologize if the film caused
anyone personal embarrass-

ment or hurt anyone's feelings. Tne intent of the film, in
keeping with the spirit of the
evening, was to enjoy some
good-natured comedy. We
feel we fulfilled that goal, as
did the judges and audience
when they awarded the film
second place.
Having both worked with
Dean Dodson in an ASUPS
capacity, we have absolutely
no intention of insulting him.
His position places him in a

prime position for such events
and we chose to focus on his
position for our plot. The
violence in the film was simply
characteristic of the film on
which our story was based and
in no way represented any sort
of deep-rooted resentment
against David. He is a skilled
administrator with a good
sense of humor. We knew that
when we made the film and
were sure others would see the
context in which it was placed.

Also, let it be said that
anyone who was upset enough
to write letters should have the
strength in conviction to sign
their name. We are, and hope
this reached the concerned parties. Thanks again for your
support in this year's Foolish
Pleasures. We look forward to
next year.
Steve Reinmuth
Jon Sager

ATTENTION
LAW STUDENTS:
You Are Eligible To Join

WASHINGTON STATE BAR ASSOCIATION
CREDIT UNION
Providing Financial Services Since 1978
HIGH INTEREST SAVINGS AND CHECKING
COMPETITIVE LOAN RATES
MONEY MARKET ACCOUNTS
$45,000 LOAN LIMITS
6 LOCATIONS: Seattle, Bellevue, Everett,
Mt. Vernon, Tacoma and Puyallup
Call Us! 443-0770 Toll Free Inside WA 1-800-542-0743

Rainier Brewing Company. Seattle. Washington
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FEATURES
Children 'Stolen' By Parents Suffer Abuse
by Mary Burrus
Monday evening, NBC will
present a television documentary on the problem of kidnapped and missing children in the
United States. This contemporary film was completed
mostly in the Seattle area, at
the home of a mother who
regained custody of her kidnapped son after a period of
five years.
The mother, named Mary,
and her husband, Robert, were
separated and Mary had filed
for divorce. She received temporary custody of their oneyear-old son, Jesse although
both wished to have permanent custody. Their marriage
had been a stormy one, and
the separation was hostile,
also. When the father failed to
return the child to her after a
visitation day, Mary reported
the abduction to the police.
Despite the fact that parental kidnapping was a misdemeanor in Washington state at
that time, officials informed
her this was not a crime, and
was considered to be a
domestic matter.
"It's certainly abuse, and

it's destructive. It's a form of
brutality—it's child abuse, "
says Dr. John Wallace of Seattle, a family psychiatrist who
works with families and
children who have experienced
custodial kidnappings. The
children suffer, sometimes extensively, and may experience
lifelong difficulties associated
with the trauma.
Another example is the four
daughters of Beverly White,
who were abducted by their
father in 1977. While recently
located the father in Florida,
where he was serving a
sentence for sexual battery,
the girls were in separate foster
homes, and being considered
for adoption. The father had
told the authorities the mother
had deserted them and her
whereabouts was unknown.
The majority of missing
children are involved in
custody disputes. However,
the percentage is unknown
since statistics are not
available. Printed estimates indicate that 10,000 to
2,000,000 children turn up
missing each year, and of
those it is not known how

A representative of the University
of San Diego, and the National Center
for Paralegal Training
LAWYER'S ASSISTANT PROGRAM
will be on campus

Thursday April 25 at 1:30pm
to discuss details of the Program and career
opportunities for college graduates in this
growing, new field.
. . . You may qualify for this intensive 14 week,
post-graduate course, which enables you
to put your education to work as a skilled
member of the legal team.

Please contact your Career
Planning Office at 756-3250

many are victims of custodial
kidnappings, stranger abductions, or simply unexplained.
Custodial kidnapping has
only recently begun to receive
attention, but it is not a new
problem. the rising divorce
rate and the declining birth rate
have made the custody of
children the central issue faced
by today's parents. Where
formerly couples involved in
divorce would do battle over
economic issues, now they are
in a war over their children.
The children are often involved in a confrontation,
sometimes violent. The abducting parent may carry away a
kicking, screaming, crying
youngster, who wishes to remain at home. The victim is
rarely placed in a secure, stable
environment. They are often
moved frequently, their names
are changed, they may miss
school and be unable to form
friendships with other children
as a consequence. Very young
children will not understand
what has happened, and may
blame the parent who has
"disappeared" for leaving
them. Often children are lied
to, and told the other parent
no longer wants them or is

dead. They learn to avoid
placing their trust in others and
become suspicious and reserved.
Revenge is often times a
key motivation for abducting a
child, not concern for the
child's welfare. These parents
may not have been particularly
involved with their children
before separtion or divorce.
But they know this will be the
most effective way of hurting
the other parent.
Victim's families face a
multitude of problems after an
abduction. Often police are
unresponsive, and may even
misinform a parent about pertinent laws, as was the case
with Mary and Robert. They
seldom assist in the investigative process, leaving
parents to search for
themselves. If the parents
choose to hire a private investigator, they may spend
thousands of dollars with no
guarantee of results. Should
they locate their children they
will spend thousands more to
bring them home. Legal fees
can be astronomical. And there
is always the possibility that
the abducting parent will abduct again.

C.I.
fienmiigan
ON

COMMENCEMENT BAY

Nueva
AIRPLAY
Tuesday- Sunday

9:00 - 1:30

Remember Monday Nite
Is
Comedy Night

For Free Brochure, contact

UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
Lawyer's Assistant Program

Room 318, Serra Han
San Diego, CA 92110
(619) 260-4579

The University of San Diego does not discriminate on the basis of
race, sex, color, religion, age, national origin, ancestry, or handicap
in its policies and programs.

3017 Ruston Way, Tacoma, WA
(206) 752-8811

98402

United Parents of Stolen
Children is a Seattle-based

support group which works
with families of parentallykidnapped children. This
group was begun by Mary
Gassert, as a result of her experiences following the abduction of her son, Jesse (referred
to in the beginning of this article). Lynn Hogan, co-founder
of the group explains that
parents who find themselves in
this situation are often frantic,
and do not know what to do
first. Law enforcement officials
may not be responsive, and
even attorneys may be unfamiliar with the laws.
United Parents of Stolen
Children is largely responsible
for the passage of a new law
which makes it a felony in
Washington state to abduct
ones own child. This group
has also published a list of
prevention measures, including
couples considering divorce
mediation, keeping current
photos of children and building
reasonable restrictions into the
custody agreement, such as
forbidding removal of the child
from court's jurisdiction
and/or country without permission.
Steven Holmes, School Liasion officer for the Tacoma
Police Department, spoke on
the UPS campus as a guest of
the Communications Department in 1984. He agreed that
"increased awareness and
community support would help
raise the consciousness of the
public and responsible agencies.
TV stations have begun
running pictures of missing
children on a regular basis, and
some grocery stores are carrying pictures of missing children
on bags and milk cartons.
As Lynn Hogan points out,
"While there has been much
progress, much more remains
to be done before our children
have the same rights to life and
liberty that their parents
enjoy. "
For more information contact: United Parents of Stolen
Children, P.O. Box 30829,
Seattle WA
9 8 1 0 3,
622-0600;
Families and
Friends of Missing Persons,
11051 34th Avenue NE, Jane
Adams Building, Seattle, WA.
98125 , 362-1081; Child
Find Inc., P.O. Box 277,
New Paltz, New York 12561,
1-800-431-5005.
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Vonnegut

continued from page 1

stifling years of chemistry
studies at Cornell University,
the young Vonnegut caught
pneumonia, and, upon
recovery, dropped out of college and went off to fight in
World War II.
"I was a battalion scout,

fictional protagonists— for the
most of his literary life. "I
was a prisoner in a meat locker
under a slaughterhouse when
the worst of the firestorm was
going on. After that I worked
as a miner of corpses, breaking
into cellars where over a hundred thousand Hansels and
Gretels were baked like
gingerbread men."
After the war, Vonnegut attended the University of
Chicago as a graduate student
in anthropology (he received
an M.A. in 1971), worked as
a police reporter for the
Chicago City News Bureau,
hired out as a flack for the
research laboratory at the
General Electric Company and

and was easily captured. The
most interesting thing I saw
during the war, I suppose, was
the destruction of Dresden, the
largest single massacre in
European history, " Vonnegut
wrote of the event that was to
haunt him— and several of his

'Refuseniks' Celebrated
On Independence Day
by Pamela C. Zierdt

This Friday is Israel's Independence Day, the anniversary of Israel's existence as an
independent nation.
Most Jews around the
world remember this day,
many planning a celebration
commemorating the event.
Most Jews, that is, except
those who are not free—those
who are unable to leave the
Soviet Union.
Jewish people who have
declared their intention to
leave the Soviet Union, but
have been denied exit visas are
called "refuseniks."
Thousands of people have

decided to become refuseniks
in spite of the fact that they
lose most of their rights in doing so. Additionally, the
number of Jewish emigrants
from the USSR has decreased
alarmingly over the last few
years.
What can be done? Many
American Jews are writing letters to refuseniks, showing the
Soviet government that
somebody on the outside cares
for these people. Others write
directly to their congressmen,
urging support for the release
of these unwanted members of
Soviet society.

PG13

New Management

AGM.

Night

Pitchers $2.00

Big Screen TV
Complete Menu
Bar, Snacks, Darts,
Pool, Video Games
Free Popcorn
Student Discounts on Kegs To Go

Case of
Olympia
only

254 Hot Dog on Saturday 7-11 P.M.
254 Schooner on Thursday 7-12 Midnight

$6.99

PURPLE ROSE OF CAIRO PG
THE GODS MUST BE CRAZY PG

$2 Off Any Large
Thick Crust Pizza

New Look

"Even

MASK PG-13

MIDNIGHT sHnws EVERY FRIDAY AND SATURDAY!!!!
FEATURING: THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW!!!
. THE WALL
LUS:

Earn money and work on Fortune
500 Companies' marketing programs on campus. Part-time (flexible) hours each week. We give
references. Call 1-800-243-6679

Friday Night is Student

REDUCED PRICES FOR MATINEES & TWI.UTES

Desperately Seeking Susan

New York City.
General admission to Vonnegut 's lecture is S5. Tickets
are available at the UPS Information Booth in the Student
Union Building and at all
Ticketmaster outlets.
For more information, call
756-3148.

W L Typing Service
Any typing job done
on Professional Equipment
Reasonable Rates
CALL 246-9386

In honor of the refuseniks' efforts, the Jewish Student
Organization, in cooperation with ASUPS Lectures, is sponsoring Vladamir Serebrokamen, a former Jewish dissident
from Leningrad in the Soviet Union. He and Dr. Arpad
Kadarkay will speak on Monday, April 29th at 8 p.m. in
Kilworth Chapel. Admission is free.

MOVING VIOLATIONS PG-13

served as the SAAB dealer for
Cape Cod, Mass. Since his
literary star has risen, he has
acted as English teacher in a
school for disturbed children,
lecturer at the University of
Iowa Writers Workshop from
1965-67, Lecturer in English
at Harvard University in 1970
and Distinguished Professor at
the City College of New York
from 1973-74. A member of
the National Institute of Arts
and Letters, he was the recipient of their literary award in
1970. He currently resides in

L

Available only at
7-11 Store at 12th
and Union

Hours
MonzFri.9-2a.m.
Sat &Sunday 10-2a.m.

I

524 N. Kat

627-3480

THE
PIZZA
ANSWER

$1 Off Any Pizza

FREE
expires 5/18/85

expires 5/18/85
Name:
With Pizza Purchase

Address:
Phone:

Quality, Value, Service
Free Delivery
MENU ITEMS
Sizes 12" 14" 16"
627-8844
Call
In 30 min. or less
12 min. carry-out

3602 Center at Union
Drivers carry less than $20
We reserve right to limit delivers area

Address:
Phone:
III

All puts. start nith our dough made fresh at out shop.

1.10 Pll: A

our specially blended sauce, and 100 percent real
monarella cheese

•

PLUS All OUR DELICIOUS TOPPINGS
Pepperoni. Salami.

One coupon per pizza

Name:

Ham. Sausage,

Ground Heel.

One coupon per pizza

tLItons• sosen Peppers: Mushrooms. Pmeappl,
Blat It (Hot, Ist
Tomatoes. Bacon Hos. I stra
( rust, I ,,,c b ees,
I:
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ARTS
CALENDAR

Jones Back Three Years Later
1995 :

To Organize
Today

Saturday

Free Film:

The Seventh Seal,

McIntyre 006 at 7:30 p.m.

The Good Person of Szechwan

Campus Films Presents: A
matinee showing today and Sunday of Jungle Book at 2 p.m.

by Bertolt Brecht premieres at 8
p.m. in the Inside Theatre. Performances through Saturday;

Sunday
The UPS School of Music, The

May 2-4; 9-11. For information,
call x3329

Thursday Art Club, and Alpha

Friday

nival On The Lawn" in the cen-

Campus Films Presents:

The

Natural, starring Robert Redford,
through Sunday. For times call
x3316.

Psi Omega Present: The Cartral quadrangle at noon. For information, call x3523.

Upcoming
UPS University

The

Concert: The UPS University
Band and Wind Ensemble con-

Symkphony

ducted by Robert Musser in

ward Seferian performs on May

Kilworth Chapel, 8 p.m. Admission is free.

3rd; Kilworth Chapel, 8 p.m.

B A Art Exhibition:

Opening
reception at Kittredge Gallery 6-8
p.m. through May 9th.

conducted by Ed-

The Lip Sync will be in the
Fieldhouse on May 4th at 7:45
p.m. For information, call
x3367.

Ito.
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by Susan Bladholm

It began Spring Weekend of
1982. No one knew what to
expect when the first lip-sync
commenced.
But if there were any doubts
as to how well the experiment
would succeed, they were
wiped away when the first act
began.
Three years later and all is
well on the lip-sync front,
perhaps even better.
Greg Jones, one of two individuals who organized the
first event in 1982, is still
around and is putting together
another package that is "bigger and better" than the
others: Lip-Sync 1985, slated
for Saturday, May 4 at 7:45
p.m. in the Fieldhouse.
Lip-sync, by the way, is an
event where performers dress
up like famous musical entertainers and give impressions on
stage, attempting to convince
the audience that they are actually singing the well-known
numbers.
"I remember the first year
we had Lip-Sync here. My
buddy and I, in fact the whole
Special events Committee,
were nervous, " said Jones.
"We had no idea what to expect...But I had seen it work
at another school and I thought
it would work here. "
It worked. In fact, it went
over very well, but Jones
wants to see this year's lipsync event be "a little more

special" than the others.
After learning that last
year's festivity was too big for
the Great Hall he decided to
move it to the Fieldhouse.
"We ran it in the Fieldhouse
in 1983 and it was a terrific
experience for everyone. There
wasn't a bad seat in the
house." Included is an immense sound system and a full
set of stage lights that will add
credibility to the impersonating
acts.
"If lip-syncs are to look
like the real thing on stage, the
sound has to be above average
and the lighting must fill up
the stage well, " Jones said.
Is the Fieldhouse too large?
"Not at all, " said Jones with
an encouraging smile. "In
1983 we discovered it
(Fieldhouse) was just
right...There was plenty of
room to move around, yet one
could sense the fullness and intensity. As long as there are no
delays between the acts, and
hopefully there will be none,
one can do anything one
desires. "
And how will the top performers be rewarded? The
winning group will perform at
C.I. Shenanigan's Comedy
Night, Monday, May 6.
"They (Shenanigan's) were
very responsive and I know
they're looking forward to
seeing the winning act,
perhaps others, " said Jones.
In addition, the winners and

the runers-up will have the
pleasure of eating several large
pizzas from the Pizza Cellar.
"Just recently, Napoleon's
Hair Styling Salon became a
sponsor for Lip-Sync '85.
Both C.I. Shenanigan's and
Napoleon's are making this
year's show possible... Their
contributions have really
helped, "said Jones.
"'I'm looking forward to
all of Saturday, " said the lipsyncing veteran. "I know that
both Mimi Dega and Teresa
Wember have some great
things planned for the Todd
Field events. Of course, LipSync will be a blast and then
the Tunnel Bash will conclude
the day's events...I cannot
think of a better day during the
year when students from all
parts of the campus community
come together. This is what
the administration wants to
see... interaction. Perhaps the
Tunnel Bash is not to their liking but I hope everyone
remembers what works for
unity. "
One word, "fun", summmarizes Jones' view of the
Saturday evening event. "I
have so much fun organizing
everything. If I can't enjoy the
preparatory work then it won't
be as much fun for anyone. "
Apparently, Melissa Marquess and Janice Sherburne are
having fun too. "They've
been a great help and I feel
lucky to have them working on
Lip-Sync '85. "

e.

'Carnival On The Lawn' Event Schedule
faia°"''*r0•"oa•o"**is0a%/"'osiai•"%oo."'asw

Let Washington Mutual help with a
low cost student loan. Ask your school's
financial aid office for an application
and details or, call (206) 464-4767
for more information.You'll see it's
everything we've advertised.

Brass Trio
"The Identity
Crisis "—a dramatic
monologue
1:00 Sunbreak—a student/
alumni vocal jazz group
12:00

12:20

1:20

Washington Mutual

The friend of the family`" III'

Washington Mutual Savings Bank
and its family of financial affiliates:
Murphey Favre, Incorporated/Washington
Mutual Service Corporation
Member FDIC
'This rate does not necessarily apply to students with

2:00

NAV

2:20
3:00
3:30

current loans.

Jimmy Dean, Jimmy
Dean—a scene from the

play
String Quartet
Sunbreak
Streuth—a theatre
farce
Women's Chorus

.0•4■■•••Wywar...
Harlequin clown Robin Dean will be only one of the many
attractions at "Carnival on the Lawn" Sunday, April 28.

A
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Spring Art Celebration Returns
by Linda Pope
(spifng
fever), noun. The feeling of
languor, rejuvination, or yearning that may affect people at
the advent of spring.
Spring is indeed in the air
and with it all the maladies the
Spring fever:

season brings. If April has you
looking for a cause to celebrate
and an excuse to be outdoors,
you will find both at Sunday's
"Carnival on the Lawn. "
The carnival promises to
provide what has always been
a certain cure for spring fever;

a bit of licit revelry.
Sponsored by the School of
Music students, Thursday Art
Club, and Alpha Psi Omega
theater fraternity, the carnival
is a celebration of art in its
many forms. Throughout the
afternoon, a variety of music

Final Band, Wind Season Concert
The University Band and
Wind Ensemble will present a
joint concert this Friday in
Kilworth Chapel at 8 p.m.
Robert Musser, Chairman of
winds and percussion in the
Music Department, will conduct the groups in what will be
their final concert of the
season.
The Wind Ensemble will
perform first, beginning the
concert with Gustav Ho1st's
"Hammersmith. " They will
continue with "Concerto for
Wind and Brass Quintets" by
Robert Washburn, and conclude with "Danses Sacred
and Profane" by William Hill.
Following the intermission,
the University Band will perform Malcolm Arnold's
"Duke of Cambridge
March, " then continue with
the "Carmen Suite" by
Georges Bizet and "First Suite
for Band" by Alfred Reed.
The 50-member Wind
Ensemble is selected through
auditions and has performed at
home and away. During this
year's tour, the group performed for the Music Education Conference in Spokane,
and concerts were also given in
Yakima and Canada. The
Ensemble also regularly gives
concerts for Tacoma area high
schools.
The 80-member University
Band is comprised of the Wind
Ensemble and other student
musicians.
Both groups play a diverse
selection of music—modern,
classical, contemporary, and
marches. Each group also requires discipline and dedication
from its members. The Wind
Ensemble rehearses daily for
an hour, while the band meets
once a week. Members also
practice individually.
Sophomore Selma Hanna, a
member of the Wind Ensemble, has played the clarinet for
ten years and enjoys the

challenge of working with
other musicians. She notes the
commitment saying, "You
have to be dedicated just to
keep up. "
This Friday's concert is
sponsored by the Pi Beta Phi
sorority through the "Sponsor
the Arts" Program. Admission
is free.

The University of Puget Sound Wind Ensemble

/s

and theater presentations by
students will be featured on
center stage; painters, potters,
and portrait artists will
demonstrate their crafts; and a
profusion of jugglers and
mimes will circulate through
the crowd. In addition, there
will be a children's corner with
activities and story telling, the
annual student prints and pots
sale, and much free food and
drink.
This year marks the second
annual Carnival on the Lawn.
Originally created as a kick-off
for the music festival, the carnival quickly grew into an
event in its own right. Sunday's projected attendence is
1,000 people, a sizeable portion of which is expected to
come from the Tacoma community. The carnival remains,
however, a strictly non-profit
affair. "There is no budget for
it currently," says Laura McCann, UPS Arts Coordinator,
"We rely entirely upon donations from the community.

Businesses such as Brown and
Haley, Nalley 's, and Hi Grade
have been extremely generous
with donations. " Because of
this, everything at the carnival
is free, save for the works being sold by student artists.
In addition to providing the
community with a bit of springtime entertainment and
showcasing student talent, the
carnival affords the three different areas of the arts, music,
theater, and visual arts, a rare
opportunity to work together.
Elizabeth Winding, student
coordinator of the event,
stressed, "It wasn't until I
was able to work with people
from other branches of the arts
that I realized that the creative
process behind them all is very
much the same. It's been an
exciting project. "
The carnival takes place this
sunday from noon until 4 p.m.
on the central quad (or in
Jones Hall if it rains). Admission is entirely free and open
to the public.

Cure your
"Screamin Muncheese" at...

MESTER

IS YOUR CAMPUS
Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea,

Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt,
Thrkey, Greece and Spain. Our 100 day voyages

LAKEWOOD — 584-8212

BRIDGEPORT — 565-3955

6006 100th S.W.
Tacoma

3561 Bridgeport Way
Tacoma

sail in February and September offering 12-15
transferable hours of credit from more than 60 voyagerelated courses.
The S.S. UNIVERSE is an American-built ocean
liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea admits
students without regard to color, race or creed.

PACIFIC AVE. — 531-1134

PUYALLUP — 848-5575

13719 Pacific Ave.. Tacoma

250 Hi Ho Shopping Center

SIXTH AVENUE — 565-5880

SOUTH HILL — 848-7200
13018 Meridian South
Puyallup

For details call toll-free

(800) 854-0195

or write:
Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education
University of Pittsburgh, 2E Fbrbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

Applications are still being accepted
for the Fall '85 and Spring '86
semesters.

6108 Sixth Avenue
Tacoma

STUDENT'S SPECIAL
WITH

WITH
THIS
COUPON

BUY ONE AND ZsoN
GET ONE HALF PRICE!
IF YOU LIKE TO MUNCH-OUT...
THIS ONE'S FOR YOU.

BUY 1 PIZZA & GET 1 OF EQUAL
VALUE 1/2 PRICE AT
Expires 5/31/85
Offer Not Good With Other Coupons Or Discounts

—I
a Fred 0 Muenscher Z, associates, inc
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SPORTS
Linebacker Coach Named
University of Puget Sound
Football Coach Ross Hjelseth
has announced that Todd
DeCarteret, a 23 year old
former linebacker for the Loggers, will serve as the
linebacker coach for the 1985
football season.
DeCarteret, who will
graduate from the University
this spring, will bring a wealth
of experience into the position.
He was a four year veteran of
the Logger football program,
and a winner of three varsity
letters and an All Evergreen
Conference honors in 1983.
" I'm very excited to have
a person of Todd's quality
join the staff, " said Hjelseth.
" He has a real enthusiasm for
coaching. Todd, as a former
Logger linebacker, has a good

feel for the position and he
communicates well. "
DeCarteret coached the inside linebackers as a part-time
assistant during the 1984
season.
As an assistant coach,

DeCarteret will work with inside and outside linebackers,
assist with recruiting, and help
with the off season and spring
conditioning programs.
DeCarteret joins veteran coach
Paul Wallrof on the defensive
staff.

Rudolph Going to Israel
Sarah Rudolph will be one
of 24 swimmers, 12 men and
12 women, to represent the
United States this summer in
the Maccabiah Games.
The Maccabiah games, held
every four years in Isreal,
brings together the greatest
Jewish athletes in the world.
Sarah, a Junior here at the
University, has been called
"the best woman swimmer in

UPS' 29-year swimming
history" by her coach, Don
Duncan. She has won five
NCAA Division II women's
championships and holds two
national records.
Sarah will probably compete
in the 200, 400, and 800
meter races in the swimming
competition scheduled for July
17-23.

1985 COLLEGEcNEWSPAPER
CREXIVEY\DVERTISING COMPETITION

9NATIONALVINNING ENTRY

Thursday, April 25
Womens Tennis -vs- University of Washington
Mens Baseball -vs- Central Washington University
(Home 12:00)

Friday, April 26
Mens Tennis -vs- St. Martins College
Saturday, April 27
Mens Baseball -vs- Seattle University
Track home for J.D. Shotwell Inv. (12:00)
Womens Tennis -vs- Portland State University
(Home 3:00)
Monday, April 29
Womens Tennis -vs- Pacific Lutheran University

SPORTS IN BRIEF
All Loggers are welcome to the Womens Sports Award
Program on Wednesday, May 8th at 7:00 p.m. This will
be a chance to pay tribute to the women who have done
such a fantastic job this past year. There will be a fruit and
dessert buffet available after the program.
The Logger Mens Baseball team is hanging tough these
days. As the season comes to an end, the team hopes to
finish strong. Next year they will still be young, but more
experienced. Only three seniors will depart at the completion of the season, they will be: Steve Web, Brad Gobel,
and Mark Scoccolo.
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Lancer ES. The "New Dodge."
Another innovative accomplishment crowned with superiority.
Throughout this great nation, there exists a
wealth of knowledge waiting to be
discovered. Discover the smart car for the
smart buyer . '85 Dodge Lancer ES. The
first American touring sedan of its kind with
front-wheel drive and a fine balance of
European style When you ignite Lancer ES's
all-powerful electronically fuel-injected
2 2-liter engine, you'll encounter a true
champion. Available with turbocharging and
five-speed manual overdrive, it forms an
awesome powerhouse of high performance.
without sacrificing fuel efficiency
European handling suspension with
nitrogen-charged shocks, steel-belted radials.
and rack-and-pinion power steering grant

MAKE A SMART DECISION

you the license to rule the road. Its refined
interior comfortably seats five with reclining
sport bucket seats and is equipped with
virtually every electronic convenience,
including a remarkable AM/FM stereo sound
system and a fully electronic instrument
cluster. In back, there's a concealed versatile
fifth door and folding split rear seats. Built to
world class standards, Lancer ES delivers the
ultimate in Dodge performance with an
unparalleled balance of response and
function, at an affordable price It's even
backed by our 5- year/50,000-mile Protection
Plan' See your Dodge dealer to buy or
lease' Buckle down for success and buckle
up for safety

JOHN B DAMOOSE
GENERAL MARKETING MANAGER 000GE

AN
AMER$CAN
REVOLUTION

If'ecaNICOIONrcE.:

VALVE ADJUSTMENT
TUNE-UPS FUEL INJECTION
ELECTRICAL
SUSPENSION
BRAKES
SHOCKS CLUTCH I TRANSMISSION OVERHAULS

FREE PICKUP 8 DELIVERY TO DOWNTOWN
OR NORTH TACOMA. TOWING AVAILABLE

Steven M. Hirsch, U. of Illinois

The Dodge Division of The New Chrysler Corporation is very proud to present the award-winning work of the First Place National Winner in the 1985
College Newspaper Creative Advertising Competition A blue-ribbon panel of
Judges representing the College Media Advisors and advertising professionals selected this entry from among those submitted by students at 100 colleges and universities around the country. The Judges are pleased to honor
the outstanding originality, creativity.
and presentation of this entry .

"DOWNTOWN"

WE SPECIAUZE IN RABBIT REPAIR

c
ornAro AAA, rAnt y on encyne Rowertracn Ana c.c. body
year oi socoorno..
Max, De0.0cOle App.., A. rr.r c.f..,

CONGRATULATIONS TO

FOREIGN AUTO CLINIC
VOLVO
MERCEDES
BMW • AUDI • PORSCHE • VW
HONDA • TOYOTA • DATSUN • SAAB

LANCER IS THE ANSWER.
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The Men's Lacrosse Team had a rough match in Salem,
Oregon last weekend, suffering a 10-2 defeat. Goalie
Louis Laflin, for the Loggers, couldn't stop the oncoming
barrage of shots that the Bearcats flung at him.
On the offensive, Matt Haffner slipped one past with
the help of Peder McGee's assist. And Ian Pratt fooled the
Bearcats for the other goal, on an amazing pass from Steve
Avenesian.
The "Lax" team, as they call themselves, will play in
the PNLA Tournament this weekend to complete their
season. When Peder McGee was asked whether he
thought they would finish strong, he said, "Yeah! "

Sponsored by

MA

272-0062
MONTHLY STORAGE
AVAILABLE

NC
ANSW IN

627-7432
Helens

424 SI.
ohe firsi Mock north of uah Ave
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Pick up the phone-that's
all it takes to get a piping
hot, delicious Domino's
Pizza delivered to your
door in 30 minutes or
less. No problem!

752-9653

2602 N. Stevens

Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
1985 Domino's Pizza, Inc

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS®
FREE.
•

Donate a can of
food
and receive
$1.00 OFF
your next pizza
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Nicaraguan Rebels Turn To Phibbs
Desperately seeking military aid
from foreign sources, the
Nicaraguan contra rebels sent a plea
to President Phibbs yesterday that
surprised both Phibbs and his administration.
Contra spokesman Menudo Iglesias sent a verbal message by radio
that urged President Phibbs and the
people of the University to "put an
end to Marxism once and for all. "
Iglesias stressed that any financial
contribution would be a beginning.
"We have asked your people
(the U.S. government) for $ 14
million but we cannot wait for their
decision any longer, " said the
spokesman.
Iglesias was referring to Congress' refusal to extend the aid.
Hours before their refusal the U.S.
Senate voted to give the Nicaraguan
rebels "non-military" aid that
would furnish food and clothing for
them.
"Freedom fighters in our country
need outside aid even if it means we
have to fight with canned goods and
shoes. That is why we are seeking
help from unconventional sources, "
said the contra supporter.
It is unknown at this time how
President Phibbs will respond. Inside sources say the academician
will strongly consider giving financial aid to the rebels. He is expected
to make a statement tomorrow that
could change history in education.
"Giving the contra fighters aid
could be a good thing for us, " said
University Dean Tom Davis. "We
need the recognition. Such a gesture
on our part would open everyone's
eyes, including our own. "

Davis declined to explain his
comment.
"Yes we can, " said the enthusiastic ASUPS President Mikey
Brown. "Giving them money
would be good for my... the
University as a whole. "
Brown stated that the contra

Brown: "Yes we should."

fighters remind him of "our founding fathers in America...Yes we
should. "
One critic of the proposal, David
Glass, questioned the rationale
behind a possible donation. "Are
not the two parties polar opposites
on a political level? The
University's system is run more

along the line of the Sandanista's
regime. "
University Public Relations
Director Greg Brewis indicated that
Phibbs will probably turn down the
contras.
"If you really must know, Dr.
Phibbs has been dying to use what
little Spanish he knows in
public... Unfortunately, he only
knows one line from an old hispanic
song. In a well rehearsed delivery
he will probably exclaim 'no tengo
dinero ni nada que dar' which states
he has no money to give. I just
hope he performs the little dance
that goes along with it, " said
Brewis. "It could be really neat. "
"If we can't get immediate aid
from your government then we are
forced to ask private institutions
such as Puget Sound, " said Iglesias. "We have even developed
donor role societies that distinguish
larger donors from the smaller
I f
ones.
The contra spokesman named the
societies beginning with the lowest
one. Those desiring to give nonmilitary aid will join the "K-Mart
Blue Light" society; any other kind
of aid will qualify the donor for
membership in the "Los Amigos
del Reconocimiento (renaissance)"
society.
"We have only two categories.
They are all we care to recognize, "
said Iglesias.
The contra veteran ended his
radio announcement with a common
quote frequently used by President
Reagan, who speaks Spanish rather
well.
"Mi casa es to casa, " he said.
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